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AN ACT to amend article three, chapter twenty-four of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, by adding thereto a new section to be designated section seven, permitting "The Seeing Eye" dogs to accompany blind persons on common carriers.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

That article three, chapter twenty-four of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, be amended by adding thereto a new section designated section seven and to read as follows:

Section 7. Permitting "The Seeing Eye" Dogs on Common Carriers.—Every railroad doing business in this state, every corporation engaged in this state in the business of carrying passengers for hire in cabs or coaches, and every other common carrier shall permit a dog prop-
erly harnessed and muzzled, accompanying a blind person carrying a certificate of identification issued by “The Seeing Eye” to ride on all such carriers operated for public transportation, and no charge shall be made for the transportation of any such dog.
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